Some Maths Websites- Primary
Scoilnet Irish schools website. Maths content for both primary and post primary
Maths Dictionary An interactive mathematical dictionary which explains the language of Maths in
simple terms, often with accompanying tasks for the pupil to demonstrate understanding.
NRICH Site includes a weekly problem that pupils can attempt to solve, a search by topic option
and research and journal papers in the area of Maths.
Count On! There are lots of fun, interactive games for pupils to play on this website, including
Shape Invaders, Maths Circus, and Maths Fighter, Who wants to be a Mathonaire? … and many
more.
Star Tower Poor old duck is having trouble putting numbers in the right order. Can the pupil help
her? Other options for example include ‘-The Sums Dispenser’ which creates sets of 10 sums - The
teacher can choose the type of sum and the level of difficulty.
Primary Games Maths games for 1 or 2 players, mostly for number bonds practice and mentalMaths including fractions and decimals.
Tangrams Pupils can drag and drop the seven Chinese puzzle pieces into place to create shapes
and solve problems. From Utah State University.
Measuring Angles Pupils can learn how to use a protractor and measure angles.
Games, activities and resources to help pupils in mastering the timetables can be downloaded
here
Learning Planet A collection of free games and learning activities. Choose pupil level, and then
choose from games like Maths Mayhem
Rounding Flashcards Pupils can round numbers to the nearest ten for example
Math Magician Pupils can practice the basic skills of +, -, x and ÷
Count Us In A site which has lots of games designed to help teach basic number concepts
NZMaths This site has lots of ideas and lesson exemplars
Place Value worksheets can be downloaded here
The Primary Professional Development Service has useful information on the teaching of Maths
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